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Bill Pinnell’s new Book “The Offspring” is a Tale Filled with Horrifying
Secrets and a Macabre, Deadly Consequence

Recent release “The Offspring” from Page Publishing author Bill Pinnell is a spine-tingling
story about a man’s haunting family secrets that push him to the edge and a loss of choice.

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. (PRWEB) March 13, 2018 -- Bill Pinnell, who taught in theater school for
forty-two years at the University of Windsor in Ontario, Canada, where he directed, designed, and served as a
scenic artist for many productions, has completed his new book “The Offspring”: a gripping narrative filled
with convoluted schemes and a secret that destroyed so many lives.

Author Pinnell reminds the idea that secrets will never stay hidden for so long: “The secret that Hughie
suspected lay within he feared would one day rumble and explode to the surface, as if it were a volcano
resisting its dormancy no longer. He could never ask Mama to reveal that secret. Could his suspicions be but a
product of his own imagination? Did Mama have anything to tell? He remembered the trick she would play on
him when he was a toddler as she’d read his bedtime story. “Once upon a time,” she’d begin then skip to the
last page and stop. Just plain cold stop and close the book. “Now wasn’t that a funny ending?” she’d say.
Hughie would laugh and tell his mother that the story wasn’t over, that she had skipped the whole middle part.
On those summer evenings on the porch, something told Hughie that, the bedtime story, a far larger part of her
story was missing, and he wondered what the ending would be, when and if it came.”

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, Bill Pinnell’s intriguing book follows Hughie Decker, a
man on the road to a striding career who, after an ominous circumstance, leaves him with no alternative but to
confront a horrible truth ingrained in his family background.

Readers who wish to experience this terrific work can purchase “The Offspring” at bookstores everywhere, or
online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated
business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like.
Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time-consuming issues, and focus on their
passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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